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"Purified & conditioned" water that can feed one or multiple water device 

Multi-staged water purification with alkaline + electrolytes and antioxidants 

Centralized system to reduce filter sets, drain lines, pumps for more efficiency

Endless output options: coolers, ice machines, coffee makers, facets and more

Scalable for small and large capacity purified potable water configurations

Perfect for manufacturing, cafeterias, coffee stations, gyms, and locations  

with long runs or minimal water source connections



The Blue Marble Water (RO) Water Hydration Fill Station is a multi-stage purification system that delivers high 
quality"water free of pathogens, dissolved solids, minerals, salts, and other impurities that are unhealthy, and 
results in lower hydration and poor tasting water. Our scalable fill station provides ultra-clean potable water 
on demand, eliminating the need for deliveries of bottled water in areas where there is no dedicated water 
sources and/or drains. Connect the RO (Multi-Stage) Hydration Fill Station to ice machines, coffee makers, 
hot/cold & sparkling water cooler shells, insta-hot devices, chillers and dedicated faucets.

Combine (RO) Re-Minera l i zed Water  To  V i r tua l ly  Any D i spens ing Dev ice 

Hyper-Filtration to as low 
as .0001 micron (400 X's 
smaller than the smallest 
virus). Removes virtually all 
toxins and pathogens

Pristine water connected 
to water coolers, coffee 
bars, ice makers, 
refrigerators, water 
fountains and more

Reduces costly 
maintenance of expensive 
equipment, multiple filters 
sets and drain lines

Scalable custom design- 
system can meet needs 
with a combination of 
filtration media, pumps, 
meters and dispensing 
ports

No or very low energy 
needed and reduces 
waste water common with 
traditional RO units by over 
50%

Compact and 
customizable under-sink 
installation from 50 GPD to 
887 GPD of purified water 
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215-453-2192

System Specifications Varies: 
Each system is customized to each 
client's specific application, 
volume, and logistical needs.
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